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>>> Networking switches series

A.  10/100mbps fast ethernet switches

B.  10/100mbps unmanaged fiber optic switches 

C.  10/100mbps unmanaged fiber plus copper switches

D.  Layer 2/3 managed fiber optic and fast switches

E.  Gepon Solution Equipments

F.  Fast Gigabit ethernet switches

G.  Websmart Gigabit ethernet switches

H.  10 Gigabit core switch and Layer 3 Gigabit fiber switches
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  ETHERNET SWITCH CATALOG

CHIMA



  Warranty and sample Policies

       Chima's Warranty Policy  
 

For all of Chima's Dealers, resellers, Distributors, Chima offers 

a warranty of ONE year.  

>>> Expire date be from the date of receipt of shipment by client.  

>>> Regular Replacements to be shipped with the shipment of re-orders.  

All the cost for Regular Replacements be furnished by Chima.  

>>> Urgent Replacements to be shipped within 2 weeks.  

All the cost for Urgent Replacements be furnished by clients.  

  

          Chima's Sample Policy  

 

>>> Chima's samples are all charged. Regularly samples's costs are 10% 

higher than that for bulks. 

Different samples, different prices. For those samples that needs to

 be produced particularly, an extra  Production cost shall be applied.  

>>> Sample's costs are to be returned in a re-order based on a MOQ. 

 

>>> Free samples apply to Chima's partners that are at a long term 

business relation.  
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CHIMA 10/100mbps fast ethernet switches
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Features: 

1. 5 10/100M RJ-45 port

2. Store and forward mode

3. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex)

4. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

5. Supports MAC self-learning

6. Dynamic LED indicators

7. Steel case, suitable for desktop use

5 port 10/100mbps fast ethernet switch

STE-305-P

Features:

1. 8 10/100M RJ-45 port

2. Store and forward mode

3. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex)

4. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

5. Automatic MDI/MDI-X configuration

6. Supports MAC self-learning

7. Dynamic LED indicators

8. Steel case, suitable for desktop use

8 port 10/100mbps fast ethernet switch

STE-308-P
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CHIMA 10/100mbps fast ethernet switches

Features: 

1. 16 10/100M RJ-45 port

2. Store and forward mode

3. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex)

4. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure half-

duplex flow control

5. Supports MAC self-learning

6. Built-in 12Kx64 SRAM

7. Supports two queue for Qos

8. Supports priority features by Port-Based, 802.1p VLAN & IP TOS of packets

9. Supports 2048 MAC addresses table

10. Supports port-based VLAN

11. Dynamic LED indicators

12. Steel case, suitable for desktop use 

16 port 10/100mbps fast 

            ethernet switch

STE-316-P

Features: 

1. 24 10/100M RJ-45 port

2. Store and forward mode

3. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex)

4. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure half-

duplex flow control

5. Supports MAC self-learning

6. Built-in 12Kx64 SRAM

7. Supports two queue for Qos

8. Supports priority features by Port-Based, 802.1p VLAN & IP TOS of packets

9. Supports 2048 MAC addresses table

10. Supports port-based VLAN

11. Dynamic LED indicators

12. Steel case, suitable for desktop use 

24 port 10/100mbps fast 

            ethernet switch

STE-324-P



CHIMA Wireless Sip phones
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CHIMA 10/100mbps fast ethernet switches

Description:

The STE-348-P is a 48 port 10/100Base-Tx fast ethernet switch. Its high 

stability enables it very suitable for the high load networking environment.

It provides 48 ports 10/100Base-T ports, that supports half-duplex, 

full-duplex with Auto-MDIX function, it is the best choice for enterprises, 

large scaled companies,etc.

Specification:

1. Complies with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3U,

2. Provides 48 10/100Base-Tx ports

3. Provides AUTO MDI/MDIX Function that simplified the network span, 

maintain the working stability.

4. Auto NWAY , atuo sense the transmission rate, Duplex mode, Automatically 

choose a best network connection mode.

   Easy to use, plug and play.

5. Support IEE802.3X full duplex, half-duplex backpressure flow control.

6. Support full speed forwarding rate (no block).

7. Store and Forward working, Support MAC address auto learning, 

Intergrates 8K MAC address,

    fully get use of different kinds of appliance.

8. A high performance power supply schemed inside, 19  Rack Steel case.

Standards & Protocols:  IEEE802.3,  IEEE802.3u,  IEEE 802.3x 

Ports :  48 10/100Base-Tx ( Auto MDI/MDIX ) 

Cable :  

>>> 10Base-T:Cat 3 /5 UTP 

>>> 100Base-TX:Cat 5 UTP 

Working Mode:  Store and Forward 

LED indicator :  

 1.Power: Green Led 

2.1 Led for each Rj45 port 

3. Link/Act Led 

4.Connecting: LED lights, Transferring date: Led Glitters 

 

48 port 10/100mbps fast 

            ethernet switch

STE-348-P
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The STE-205-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 5 port 10/100Base-FX.

 It supports both Single optical fiber and dual optical fiber, its transmission 

distance ranges from 2km to 120km. This optical fiber switch works under both

 Half-duplex and full-duplex modes. It supports the STAR network topology and 

it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber solution, city optical 

fiber networks,etc. 

Features:

1. 5-Port 10/100Mbps fiber module for option

2. Supports STORE AND FORWARD switching.

3. Conforms to IEEE 802.3x back pressure in half-duplex and flow control in 

full-duplex operation mode

4. Supports MAC self-learning

5. Dynamic LED indicators

6. Supports port-based VLAN

7. Steel case

5 port 10/100mbps fiber optic switch

STE-205-X3X1

The STE-208-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 8 port 

10/100Base-FX. It supports both Single optical fiber and dual optical fiber,

 its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. This optical fiber switch 

works under both Half-duplex and full-duplex modes. It supports the STAR 

network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber

 solution, city optical fiber networks,etc. 

Features:

1. 8-Port 10/100Mbps fiber module for option

2. Supports STORE AND FORWARD switching.

3. Supports MAC self-learning

4. Dynamic LED indicators

5. Supports port-based VLAN

6. Steel case

7. Conforms to IEEE 802.3x back

 pressure in half-duplex and flow control

 in full-duplex operation mode

8 port 10/100mbps fiber optic switch

STE-208-X3X1

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber optic switches
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Description:

The STE-216-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 16 port 

10/100Base-FX. It supports both Single optical fiber and dual optical fiber, 

its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. This optical fiber switch 

works under both Half-duplex and full-duplex modes. It supports the STAR

 network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features: 

1. 16-Port 10/100Mbps fiber module for option

2. Supports STORE AND FORWARD switching.

3. Conforms to IEEE 802.3x back pressure in 

half-duplex and flow control in full-duplex operation mode

4. Supports MAC self-learning

5. Dynamic LED indicators

6. Supports port-based VLAN

7. Steel case 

Specifications: 

Protocols:  IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE 802.1x  

Topology:  STAR  

Number of Ports:  16 10/100mbps fiber optic ports  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps: 148800pps  

Switching mode: Store and Forward  

Flow control mode:  IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max.,

100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 meters max. 

100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber and 50, 62.5

 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber 

Power supply  AC:220V or DC:-48V  

16 port 10/100mbps fiber optic switch

STE-216-X3X1

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber optic switches
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CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber optic switches

Description:

The STE-224-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 16 port 

10/100Base-FX. It supports both Single optical fiber and dual optical fiber, 

its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. This optical fiber switch 

works under both Half-duplex and full-duplex modes. It supports the STAR

 network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features: 

1. 24-Port 10/100Mbps fiber module for option

2. Supports STORE AND FORWARD switching.

3. Conforms to IEEE 802.3x back pressure in 

half-duplex and flow control in full-duplex operation mode

4. Supports MAC self-learning

5. Dynamic LED indicators

6. Supports port-based VLAN

7. Steel case 

Specifications: 

Protocols:  IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE 802.1x  

Topology:  STAR  

Number of Ports:  24 10/100mbps fiber optic ports  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps: 148800pps  

Switching mode: Store and Forward  

Flow control mode:  IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max.,

100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 meters max. 

100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber and 50, 62.5

 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber 

Power supply  AC:220V or DC:-48V  

24 port 10/100mbps fiber optic switch

STE-224-X3X1
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The STE-102-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 2 port 10/100Base-FX

optical and 1 port 10/100Base-Tx Copper. It supports both Single optical fiber

 and dual optical fiber, its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. 

This optical fiber switch works under both Half and full-duplex mode. 

It supports the STAR network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home

(Ftth) optical fiber solution, city optical fiber networks,etc. 

Features:

1. High stability and excellent reliability

2. Auto negotiation for 10/100m TP port speed 

3. 2 Port 10/100Base-Fx optical fiber

4. .Half duplex and full duplex identify automatically. 

5. Store-and-forward switching provides unobstructed flow.

6. LEDS for monitoring the status of power, Link/ACT, 10/100M,

 half/full duplex. 

7. Plug-and-play installation.

8. Supports broadcast storm filtering control. 

Protocol: CSMA/CD  

Standard:  IEEE802.3 10BASE-T,IEEE802.3u 100BASE-TX/FX, IEEE802.3x  

Topology:  STAR  

Number of Ports: 2 Port10/100 mbps  optical fiber + 1 port 10/100mbps  copper  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps:148800pps  

Flow control mode:  IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back

 pressure flow control  

Cable Support:  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max,100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max.100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber

and 50, 62.5 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber  

2 port 10/100mbps fiber + 1 port 

10/100mbps copper fiber optic switch

STE-102-X3X1

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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2 port 10/100mbps fiber + 3 port 

10/100mbps copper fiber optic switch

STE-323-X3X1

The STE-323-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 2 port 10/100Base-FX 

optical fiber and 3 port 10/100Base-Tx Copper. It supports both Single optical 

fiber and dual optical fiber, its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. 

This optical fiber switch works under full-duplex mode. It supports the STAR 

network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features:

1. 2 port 10/100M RJ-45 

2. 3 port 100Base-Fx optical fiber 

3. Store and forward mode

4. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex) 

5. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

6. Supports MAC self-learning 

7. Automatic MDI/MDI-X configuration 

8. Port base VLAN

9. LED status of Link, activity, Full/half duplex, speed,and power on 

diagnostic function 

Protocol:CSMA/CD  

Standard: IEEE802.3 10BASE-T,IEEE802.3u, 100BASE-TX/FX, IEEE802.3x  

Topology: STAR  

Number of Ports:  3 Port 10/100Base-Tx And 2 Port 100Base-Fx optical fiber  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps:148800pps  

Flow control mode:  IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and 

back pressure flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max,100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 

meters max.100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber and 

50, 62.5 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber Fiber Cables/Connectors Single Mode/

Multi Mode 

fiber cable: SC,ST connector optional  

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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3 port 10/100mbps fiber + 2 port 

10/100mbps copper fiber optic switch

STE-332-X3X1

The STE-332-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 3  port 10/100Base-FX 

optical fiber and 2  port 10/100Base-Tx Copper. It supports both Single optical 

fiber and dual optical fiber, its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. 

This optical fiber switch works under full-duplex mode. It supports the STAR 

network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features:

1.  3 port 10/100M RJ-45 

2. 2  port 100Base-Fx optical fiber 

3. Store and forward mode

4. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex) 

5. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

6. Supports MAC self-learning 

7. Automatic MDI/MDI-X configuration 

8. Port base VLAN

9. LED status of Link, activity, Full/half duplex, speed,and power on 

diagnostic function 

Protocol:CSMA/CD  

Standard: IEEE802.3 10BASE-T,IEEE802.3u, 100BASE-TX/FX, IEEE802.3x  

Topology: STAR  

Number of Ports:  2 Port 10/100Base-Tx And 3  Port 100Base-Fx optical fiber  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps:148800pps  

Flow control mode:  IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and 

back pressure flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max,100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 

meters max.100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber and 

50, 62.5 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber Fiber Cables/Connectors Single Mode/

Multi Mode 

fiber cable: SC,ST connector optional  

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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1 port 10/100mbps fiber + 4 port 

10/100mbps copper fiber optic switch

STE-314-X3X1

The STE-314-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 1  port 10/100Base-FX 

optical fiber and 1  port 10/100Base-Tx Copper. It supports both Single optical 

fiber and dual optical fiber, its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. 

This optical fiber switch works under full-duplex mode. It supports the STAR 

network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features:

1.  4 port 10/100M RJ-45  and  1  port 100Base-Fx optical fiber 

3. Store and forward mode

4. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex) 

5. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

6. Supports MAC self-learning 

7. Automatic MDI/MDI-X configuration 

8. Port base VLAN

9. LED status of Link, activity, Full/half duplex, speed,and power on 

diagnostic function 

Protocol:CSMA/CD  

Standard: IEEE802.3 10BASE-T,IEEE802.3u, 100BASE-TX/FX, IEEE802.3x  

Topology: STAR  

Number of Ports:  1  Port 10/100Base-Tx And 4  Port 100Base-Fx optical fiber  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps:148800pps  

Flow control mode:  IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and 

back pressure flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max,100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 

meters max.100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber and 

50, 62.5 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber Fiber Cables/Connectors Single Mode/

Multi Mode 

fiber cable: SC,ST connector optional  

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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6 port 10/100mbps fiber + 2 port 

10/100mbps copper fiber optic switch

STE-326-X3X1

The STE-326-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 2  port 10/100Base-FX 

optical fiber and 6  port 10/100Base-Tx Copper. It supports both Single optical 

fiber and dual optical fiber, its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. 

This optical fiber switch works under full-duplex mode. It supports the STAR 

network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features:

1.  6 port 10/100M RJ-45  and  2  port 100Base-Fx optical fiber 

3. Store and forward mode

4. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex) 

5. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

6. Supports MAC self-learning 

7. Automatic MDI/MDI-X configuration 

8. Port base VLAN

9. LED status of Link, activity, Full/half duplex, speed,and power on 

diagnostic function 

Protocol:CSMA/CD  

Standard: IEEE802.3 10BASE-T,IEEE802.3u, 100BASE-TX/FX, IEEE802.3x  

Topology: STAR  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps:148800pps  

Flow control mode:  IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and 

back pressure flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max,100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 

meters max.100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber and 

50, 62.5 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber Fiber Cables/Connectors Single Mode/

Multi Mode 

fiber cable: SC,ST connector optional  

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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7 port 10/100mbps fiber + 1 port 

10/100mbps copper fiber optic switch

STE-317-X3X1

The STE-317-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 1  port 10/100Base-FX 

optical fiber and 7  port 10/100Base-Tx Copper. It supports both Single optical 

fiber and dual optical fiber, its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. 

This optical fiber switch works under full-duplex mode. It supports the STAR 

network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features:

1.  7 port 10/100M RJ-45  and  1  port 100Base-Fx optical fiber 

3. Store and forward mode

4. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex) 

5. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

6. Supports MAC self-learning 

7. Automatic MDI/MDI-X configuration 

8. Port base VLAN

9. LED status of Link, activity, Full/half duplex, speed,and power on 

diagnostic function 

Protocol:CSMA/CD  

Standard: IEEE802.3 10BASE-T,IEEE802.3u, 100BASE-TX/FX, IEEE802.3x  

Topology: STAR  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps:148800pps  

Flow control mode:  IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and 

back pressure flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max,100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 

meters max.100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber and 

50, 62.5 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber Fiber Cables/Connectors Single Mode/

Multi Mode 

fiber cable: SC,ST connector optional  

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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14 port 10/100mbps fiber + 2 port 10/100mbps copper 

                        fiber optic switch

STE-32A-X3X1

The STE-32A-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 2  port 10/100Base-FX 

optical fiber and  14  port 10/100Base-Tx Copper. It supports both Single optical 

fiber and dual optical fiber, its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. 

This optical fiber switch works under full-duplex mode. It supports the STAR 

network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features:

1.  14  port 10/100M RJ-45  and  2  port 100Base-Fx optical fiber 

3. Store and forward mode

4. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex) 

5. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

6. Supports MAC self-learning 

7. Automatic MDI/MDI-X configuration 

8. Port base VLAN

9. LED status of Link, activity, Full/half duplex, speed,and power on 

diagnostic function 

Protocol:CSMA/CD  

Standard: IEEE802.3 10BASE-T,IEEE802.3u, 100BASE-TX/FX, IEEE802.3x  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps:148800pps  

back pressure flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max,100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 

meters max.100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber and 

50, 62.5 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber Fiber Cables/Connectors Single Mode/

Multi Mode 

fiber cable: SC,ST connector optional  

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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15 port 10/100mbps fiber + 1 port 10/100mbps copper 

                        fiber optic switch

STE-31A-X3X1

The STE-31A-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 1  port 10/100Base-FX 

optical fiber and 15  port 10/100Base-Tx Copper. It supports both Single optical 

fiber and dual optical fiber, its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. 

This optical fiber switch works under full-duplex mode. It supports the STAR 

network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features:

1.  15  port 10/100M RJ-45  and  1  port 100Base-Fx optical fiber 

3. Store and forward mode

4. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex) 

5. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

6. Supports MAC self-learning 

7. Automatic MDI/MDI-X configuration 

8. Port base VLAN

9. LED status of Link, activity, Full/half duplex, speed,and power on 

diagnostic function 

Protocol:CSMA/CD  

Standard: IEEE802.3 10BASE-T,IEEE802.3u, 100BASE-TX/FX, IEEE802.3x  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps:148800pps  

back pressure flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max,100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 

meters max.100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber and 

50, 62.5 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber Fiber Cables/Connectors Single Mode/

Multi Mode 

fiber cable: SC,ST connector optional  

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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24 port 10/100mbps fiber + 1 port 10/100mbps copper 

                Web-managed fiber optic switch

STE-31B-X3X1

The STE-31B-X3X1 is a 10/100M Management Switch fully complies with 

IEEE802.3/IEEE802.3u Ethernet standards. Its standard 19-inch size and 

intelligent management make it suitable for small, middle and large optical 

fiber networks. It provides Twenty-four 10/100Mbps UTP/STP RJ45 ports 

with auto-MDI/MDIX plus 1 10/100mbps optical fiber port. It also provides 

powerful management functions,including the system IP setting,Port Vlan 

control,Trunk control, Bandwidth control,Port Mirroring control, Broadcast 

Storm Control,priority and system security control so on. It is the perfect 

choice to improve the performance of Offices and Workgroups 

optical fiber networks. 

Features:

1..Complies with:IEEE802.3 10BASE-T and IEEE802.3u 100BASE-TX 

2.Supports Twenty-four 10M/100M auto-detect Half/Full duplex ports.

3.Provides one independent extension slots support 100Mbps optical 

fiber module card

4.Provides Web management

5.Supports port-based VLAN and MTU VLAN function.

6.Supports Port Security,Bradcast Storm control,Bandwidth Control

(the minimum granularity is 200Kbps) ,Port Mirroring control and 

Trunk control so on.

7.Supports Store&Forward architecture and performs forwarding and 

filtering at non-blocking full wire speed.

8.Supports 802.3x Flow Control pause packet for Full Duplex 

in case buffer is full

9.Supports Back Pressure function for Half/Duplex operation 

in case buffer is full

10.Supports MAC address auto-learning.

11.Supports firmware upgrade,configuration store and 

restored by software.

12.Standard 19-inch rack-mountable steel case, internal power supply

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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24 port 10/100mbps fiber + 2 port 10/100mbps copper 

                        fiber optic switch

STE-32B-X3X1

The STE-32B-X3X1 is an Optical fiber switch that offers 2  port 10/100Base-FX 

optical fiber and 24  port 10/100Base-Tx Copper. It supports both Single optical 

fiber and dual optical fiber, its transmission distance ranges from 2km to 120km. 

This optical fiber switch works under full-duplex mode. It supports the STAR 

network topology and it is an ideal option for fiber to home (Ftth) optical fiber 

solution, city optical fiber networks,etc.

Features:

1.  24  port 10/100M RJ-45  and  2  port 100Base-Fx optical fiber 

3. Store and forward mode

4. 10/100M auto-negotiation, maximum speed to 20/200M (full-duplex) 

5. Supports IEEE 802.3x full-duplex flow control and back pressure 

half-duplex flow control

6. Supports MAC self-learning 

7. Automatic MDI/MDI-X configuration 

8. Port base VLAN

9. LED status of Link, activity, Full/half duplex, speed,and power on 

diagnostic function 

Protocol:CSMA/CD  

Standard: IEEE802.3 10BASE-T,IEEE802.3u, 100BASE-TX/FX, IEEE802.3x  

Transmission Rate:  10Mbps: 14880pps, 100Mbps:148800pps  

back pressure flow control  

Cable Support  10Base-T: 3, 4 or Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 

100 meters max,100Base-TX: Cat 5 shielded / unshielded twisted pair, 100 

meters max.100Base-Fx: 8.3 m, 8.7 m, 9 m and10 m on single mode fiber 

and 50, 62.5 and 100 m on multi-mode fiber Fiber Cables/Connectors Single 

Mode/Multi Mode 

fiber cable: SC,ST connector optional  

CHIMA 10/100mbps fiber+copper optic switches
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The STES2026/STES2050 Series is a line of intelligent Layer 2 Ethernet 

switches providing up to 24/48 auto-sensing 10/100 Ethernet ports. It is an 

ideal option for small and medium enterprise workgroups. 

The STE S2026/STES2050 Series supports in hardware Layer 2-7 flow 

classification, Comprehensive QoS functionality and flexible ACL filtering 

policies. Compliant with IEEE 802.1x, it enhances network security through 

user authentication and authorization. 

Features

High Switching Capacity and Wire-speed layer 2 switching

Up to 8.8/17.6 Gbps switching capacity;

Up to 6.6/13.2 Mbps forwarding;

Enhanced Port Functionality 

Support for IEEE 802.3x auto negotiation and MDI/MDIX self-calibration 

across all ports; 

Support for IEEE 802.3ad port binding across all ports. 

Intelligent QoS 

Multi-layer flow classification and flow processing; 

Independent packet filters at each port for intelligent differentiation of 

application flows; 

User-defined multi-layer flow classification rules; 

Support for up to 1K flow classification; 

Support for IEEE 802.1p and DiffServ Code Point; 

Support for intelligent Layer 2-7 flow classification. 

Comprehensive Security Policies 

Compliance with IEEE 802.1x; 

Support for multiple ACL filtering policies to ensure controlled access to

the network. 

Intelligent Network Management 

Support for the EasyView Network Management Platform

Layer-2 Managed Ethernet switch( 24 / 48 port + 

                                          2 Optional Slots )

STES2026/STES2050
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The STES2908 is an 8-port 10/100Mbps Auto-Negotiation Web-Smart switch.

STES2908 supports port mirroring and port bandwidth control. Administrator 

can monitors the real-time connectivity status of each port through the 

Web-based Interface. STES2908 supports Port VLAN of up to 9 groups and 

Port Trunking of up to 2 groups, QoS, Static MAC Address Table, port security, 

and broadcast storm control. STES2908 has easy-to-use management Interface, 

fits small and medium size enterprise, net cafe and smart residential area,etc.

Features

 1. Fully Compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3x, 8 10/100Mbps 

Auto-Negotiation RJ45 ports, 

2. Auto MDI/MDI-X plus 1 Uplink port, RJ45 

3. Basic setting function of each port: 10/100Mbps Auto-Negotiation 

mode setting, 

4. Full/Half duplex mode setting, 802.3x back pressure flow control setting, 

port status indicating 

5. Port Mirroring: To monitor more than one port at the same time, supports 

port monitoring receiving, port monitoring sending and port monitoring of 

receiving and sending modes, supports monitoring across different VLANs 

6.Port Bandwidth Control: support 8 different levels of port bandwidth control 

7.VLAN: supports port-based VLAN to divide different VLAN groups 

8. Port Trunking: Supports Port Trunking of 2 groups, 2/4 ports per group, 

support fault tolerant and hot backupof the cascade connection pipeline 

 9. Priority setting: Support 3 types of Priority Queues control, realize simple 

QoS application,to prioritize mission-critical data such as voice or 

video packets 

10. MAC Address Filtering: MAC address learning control, filtering of fixed 

MAC address 

11. Broadcast storm control: broadcast storm configuration 

12. Backup: Support the backup and recovery of the configuration of the switch 

13. Firmware upgrade: Support firmware upgrade via TFTP 

14. Easy-to-use operation guide: offer simplified and simple description of 

function, operating guide,help user to fast plug and play 

 

 

Web-managed 8 Port 10/100Mbps fast ethernet switch

STES2908

CHIMA Layer 2 managed 10/100mbps switches
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The STES2016 is a 16-port 10/100Mbps Auto-Negotiation Web-Smart switch. 

STES2016 supports port mirroring and port bandwidth control. Administrator 

can monitors the real-time connectivity status of each port through the 

Web-based Interface. STES2016 supports Port VLAN of up to 16 groups and 

Port Trunking of up to 2 groups, QoS, Static MAC Address Table, port security, 

and broadcast storm control. STES2016 has easy-to-use management Interface, 

fits small and medium size enterprise, net cafe and smart residential area, etc. 

Features

> Fully Compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3x, 16 10/100Mbps 

Auto-Negotiation Rj45 ports, Auto MDI/MDI-X 

> Basic setting function of each port: 10/100Mbps Auto-Negotiation mode 

setting, Full/Half duplex mode setting,802.3x back pressure flow control 

setting, port status indicating 

> Port Mirroring: To monitor more than one port at the same time, supports 

port monitoring receiving, port monitoring sending and port monitoring of 

receiving and sending modes, supports monitoring across different VLANs 

> Port Bandwidth Control: support 8 different levels of port bandwidth control 

> VLAN: supports port-based VLAN to divide different VLAN groups 

> Port Trunking: Supports Port Trunking of 2 groups, 2/4 ports per group, 

support fault tolerant and hot backup of the cascade connection pipeline 

> Priority setting: Support 3 types of Priority Queues control, realize simple 

QoS application,to prioritize mission-critical data such as voice or 

video packets 

> MAC Address Filtering: MAC address learning control, filtering of fixed 

MAC address

>  Broadcast storm control: broadcast storm configuration 

> Backup: Support the backup and recovery of the configuration of the switch 

> Firmware upgrade: Support firmware upgrade via TFTP 

> Easy-to-use operation guide: offer simplified and simple description of 

function, operating guide,help user to fast plug and play 

Web-managed 16 Port 10/100Mbps fast ethernet switch

STES2106

CHIMA Layer 2 managed 10/100mbps switches
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Web-managed 24 Port 10/100Mbps fast ethernet switch

STES2024

The STES2024 is a 24-port 10/100Mbps Auto-Negotiation Web-Smart switch. 

STES2024 supports port mirroring and port bandwidth control. Administrator 

can monitors the real-time connectivity status of each port through the 

Web-based Interface. STES2024 supports Port VLAN of up to 24 groups and 

Port Trunking of up to 2 groups, QoS, Static MAC Address Table, port security,

 and broadcast storm control. STES2024 has easy-to-use management

 Interface, fits small and medium size enterprise, net cafe and smart 

residential area, etc. 

Features

>  Fully Compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3x, 24 10/100Mbps 

Auto-Negotiation RJ45 ports, Auto MDI/MDI-X 

>  Basic setting function of each port: 10/100Mbps Auto-Negotiation mode 

setting, Full/Half duplex mode setting, 

> 802.3x back pressure flow control setting, port status indicating 

> Port Mirroring: To monitor more than one port at the same time, supports 

port monitoring receiving, port monitoring sending and port monitoring of 

receiving and sending modes, supports monitoring across different VLANs 

> Port Bandwidth Control: support 8 different levels of port bandwidth control 

VLAN: supports port-based VLAN to divide different VLAN groups

> Port Trunking: Supports Port Trunking of 2 groups, 2/4 ports per group, 

support fault tolerant and hot backup of the cascade connection pipeline 

> Priority setting: Support 3 types of Priority Queues control, realize simple 

QoS application,to prioritize mission-critical data such as voice or

video packets 

>  MAC Address Filtering: MAC address learning control, filtering of 

fixed MAC address 

>  Broadcast storm control: broadcast storm configuration 

>  Backup: Support the backup and recovery of the configuration of the switch 

CHIMA Layer 2 managed 10/100mbps switches
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S5008 is an 8-port web- configurable optical Ethernet switch specifically 

designed to deliver enterprise-class features, customized and priced for small

and mid-sized organizations. It provides an affordable solution for direct 

connection of up to eight computers / Ethernet-based terminals of FTTx,

optical LAN, Ethernet based DCS and security surveillant system, etc., 

where the environmental conditions exceed the reach of CAT5 copper cable. 

S5008 combines the latest advancements in fiber optic and chip technologies

with feature-rich network management controls to give the most advanced, yet

affordable optical Ethernet solutions. The functions of the S5008 Ethernet 

switch permit all the connected computers / terminals to be able to

 communicate and share the resources with each other without the limitation 

of physical location. A user-friendly browser interface provides easy-to-use 

tools so thateven network novices can easily configure and administer the 

network, configure individual port speeds, VLANs, link aggregation, and 

traffic prioritization,keep an eye on network traffic and statistics, and 

troubleshoot the switch. 

Features 

> Eight 100Base-FX Half/Full duplex switch ports 

> 2048 MAC address table (4-way hashing) 

> Two queues for QOS (1:2 or 1:4 or 1:8 or 1:16) 

Port-based, 802.1p and IP TOS priority 

> Store & forward architecture and performs forwarding and filtering at 

non-blocking full wire speed 

> An aging function and 802.3x flow control for full duplex and a backpressure

 function for half duplex

> Packet lengths up to 1522 bytes 

> Congestion Flow Control (HOL) 

> Port-based VLAN and adjustable VLAN to support up to 32 VLAN groups 

> Broadcast storm filter 

Web-managed 8 Port 10/100Mbps fiber optic switch

S5008
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CHIMA Layer 2 managed fiber optic switches

S5016M is a 16-port high-performance managed Layer 2 optical Ethernet 

switch that provides an ideal solution for fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) and 

fiber-to-the-desk (FTTD), and for the applications where the environmental 

conditions exceed the reach of CAT5 copper cable. The S5016M offers 

sixteen 100Base-FX ports and with a 19-inch rack-mount width and a 1U height 

standard design. S5016M network management solution allows administrators 

to easily configure features, monitor performance, and troubleshoot the 

switches using a standard RS-232 port, Web browser and Simple Network 

Management Protocol (SNMP)-based network management platforms. 

Features 

> Non-blocking store-and-forward shared-memory architecture with a 5.2Gbps

switching capacity and an efficient self-learning and address recognition 

mechanism enables the forwarding rate to proceed at a full wire speed. 

> 6K address table for auto-learned unicast or static unicast/

multicast addresses. 

> 7 trunk groups of up to 4 member ports within 16 ports with flexible load 

distribution control and fail-over function. 

> Static priority and 802.1p Class of Service with 2-level priority. 

> 802.1d Multiple Spanning Trees. 

> 802.1x port based network access control. 

> 802.3x flow control for a full-duplex mode and collision-based backpressure 

for a half-duplex mode. 

> Port-based VLAN and 802.1Q tag-based VLAN with 255 VLAN groups.

Head of Line (HOL) blocking prevention 

> Static MAC addressing and filtering. 

> Port mirroring. 

> Source-port-based, destination-port-based, and source-destination-pair-

based Sniffer functions. 

> By-port Egress/Ingress bandwidth management control. 

> IP Multicasting with IGMP snooping and an IP multicast table of 256 entries . 

> Broadcast storm filtering. 

Layer 2 managed 16 Port 10/100Mbps fiber optic switch

S5016M
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CHIMA Layer 2 managed fiber optic switches

S5224M is a 24+2G high-performance managed Layer 2 optical fiber Ethernet 

switch that provides an ideal solution for fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) and 

fiber-to-the-desk (FTTD), and for the applications where the environmental 

conditions exceed the reach of CAT5 copper cable. The S5224M offers 24 

100Base-FX ports or a mixture of twelve 100Base-FX ports and 2

 10/100/1000Base-TX or optional SFP 1000Base-X ports for flexibility and 

fast connection speeds. The standard design with a 19-inch rack-mount width 

and a 1U height gives the highest port (SC connectors) density of optical 

Ethernet switches on the market. S5224M network management solution allows 

administrators to easily configure features, monitor performance, and 

troubleshoot the switches using a standard RS-232 port, Web browser and 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)-based network 

management platforms. 

Features 

> Non-blocking store-and-forward shared-memory architecture with an 8.8Gbps

switching capacity and an efficient self-learning and address recognition 

mechanism enables the forwarding rate to proceed at a full wire speed. 

A mixture configuration of copper and fiber ports to meet the requirement of 

various applications, such as FTTx, optical LAN, Ethernet based DCS and 

security surveillant system, etc.

> 6K address table for auto-learned unicast or static unicast/

multicast addresses. 

7 trunk groups of up to 4 member ports within 26 ports with flexible load 

distribution control and fail-over function.

> 802.1d Multiple Spanning Trees. > 802.1x port based network access control. 

> 802.3x flow control for a full-duplex mode and collision-based backpressure 

for a half-duplex mode. > Port-based VLAN and 802.1Q tag-based VLAN with 

255 VLAN groups. > Head of Line (HOL) blocking prevention > Static MAC 

addressing and filtering. > Port mirroring. > Source-port-based, destination-

port-based, and source-destination-pair-based Sniffer functions. > By-port 

Egress/Ingress bandwidth management control. > IP Multicasting with IGMP 

snooping and an IP multicast table of 256 entries.> Broadcast storm filtering. 

Layer 2 managed 24 Port 10/100Mbps fiber optic switch

S5224M
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CHIMA Layer 2 managed fiber optic switches

S5224S is a 24+2G high-performance managed Layer 2 optical fiber Ethernet

 switch that provides an ideal solution for fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) and fiber

to-the-desk (FTTD), and for the applications where the environmental 

conditions exceed the reach of CAT5 copper cable. The S5224S offers 12 Port

100Base-FX plus 12 port 10/100Base-Tx plus and 2 Port 1000Base-TX or optional 

SFP 1000Base-X ports for flexibility and fast connection speeds. The standard

design with a 19-inch rack-mount width and a 1U height gives the highest port 

(SC connectors) density of optical Ethernet switches on the market. S5224S 

network management solution allows administrators to easily configure features, 

monitor performance, and troubleshoot the switches using a standard 

RS-232 port, Web browser and Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)-

based network management platforms. 

Features 

>Non-blocking store-and-forward shared-memory architecture with an 8.8Gbps

switching capacity and an efficientself-learning and address recognition 

mechanism enables the forwarding rate to proceed at a full wire speed. 

>A mixture configuration of copper and fiber ports to meet the requirement of

various applications, such as FTTx, optical LAN, Ethernet based DCS and 

security surveillant system, etc.. 

>6K address table for auto-learned unicast or static unicast/multicast 

addresses. >7 trunk groups of up to 4 member ports within 26 ports with 

flexible load distribution control and fail-over function. 

>Static priority and 802.1p Class of Service with 2-level priority. 

>802.3x flow control for a full-duplex mode and collision-based backpressure 

for a half-duplex mode. 

>Port-based VLAN and 802.1Q tag-based VLAN with 255 VLAN groups. 

>Head of Line (HOL) blocking prevention 

>By-port Egress/Ingress bandwidth management control. 

>Broadcast storm filtering. 

12 Port 10/100Base-FX + 12 Port 10/100Base-Tx + 

2 Port 1000Base-Tx / SFP Layer 2 managed Fiber 

                 optical ethernet switch

S5224S
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The Chima SON8110T/ SON8010U(ONU) /SON8011U(ONU) GEPON system is 

the latest smart GEPON Equipment, which is a telecom grade FTTH broadband

 access equipment mainly for telecom Operator and Large Group users with the 

characteristic of high integration, flexible application , high stableness, easy 

management, flexible extend and buildup the network, as well as providing QoS 

function. 

  

Chima 's GEPON Equipment is with the latest standard of GEPON System based

 on IEEE802.3ah. The fiber link speed can reach up to 1.25Gb/s and each EPON 

OLT system can distribute into 32 remote ONUs to build up the fiber passive

 network by a max 32 way optical splitter with the advantage of big capacity of

 transmission, high security, flexibility of buildup network, economization the 

resource of fiber ,mainly applies for FTTH projects, which can access to IP 

telephone, Broadband data and IPTV. 

Features: 

Standard Protocol: 

Fully complies with IEEE 802.3ah,IEEE 802.3,IEEE 802.3u,IEEE 802.3x,

IEEE 802.3z,IEEE 802.1d,IEEE 802.1p,IEEE 802.1q,IEEE 802.1x, RFC1155,

RFC1157, RFC1112, RFC1113 etc.  

  

Nota Switch Capacity: 16G  

Bandwidth adjustment pace length:  

1Kbps Support 4K VLAN base on 802.1q, also can support up to 8K MAC address  

SON8010U

ONU

SNA8110T

OLT
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CHIMA Gigabit fast ethernet switches

> Fully compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3ab 

> Supports NWAY, Auto-Negotiation on each port senses the link speed of 

a network device

(10, 100, or 1000Mbps) and intelligently adjusts for compatibility and optimal 

performance, Plug &Play 

> 5 10/100/1000 Mbps ports with Auto MDI/MDI-X 

> Support IEE802.3x Flow Control for full-duplex mode, and back pressure 

flow control for half-duplex mode 

> Backplane bandwidth up to 10Gbps, support Non-blocking Wire-Speed 

throughput 

> Store and forward architecture, MAC Address auto-learning, 8K Address

 Table  > Mini Desktop Steel Case 

 

STE-1005-G 5 port Gigabit ethernet switch

> Fully compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3ab 

> Supports NWAY, Auto-Negotiation on each port senses the link speed of 

a network device (10, 100, or 1000Mbps) and intelligently adjusts for 

compatibility and optimal performance, Plug &Play 

> 8 10/100/1000 Mbps ports with Auto MDI/MDI-X 

> Support IEE802.3x Flow Control for full-duplex mode, and back pressure 

flow control for half-duplex mode 

> Backplane bandwidth up to 10Gbps, support Non-blocking Wire-Speed 

throughput 

> Store and forward architecture, MAC Address auto-learning, 8K Address

 Table > Mini Desktop Steel Case 

 

STE-1008-G 8 port Gigabit ethernet switch



CHIMA Gigabit fast ethernet switches

> Fully compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3ab

> Supports NWAY, Auto-Negotiation on each port senses the link speed of a 

network device (10, 100, or 1000Mbps) and intelligently adjusts for 

compatibility and optimal performance, Plug &Play 

> 16 10/100/1000 Mbps ports with Auto MDI/MDI-X 

> Support IEE802.3x Flow Control for full-duplex mode, and back pressure 

flow control for half-duplex mode

> Backplane bandwidth up to 32 Gbps, support Non-blocking 

Full Wire-Speed throughput 

> Store and forward architecture, MAC Address auto-learning, 

8K Address Table 

> Standard 19-inch rack-mountable Steel Case 

 

STE-1016-G 16 port Gigabit ethernet switch

 > Fully compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3ab

> Supports NWAY, Auto-Negotiation on each port senses the link speed of a 

network device (10, 100, or 1000Mbps) and intelligently adjusts for 

compatibility and optimal performance, Plug &Play 

> 24 10/100/1000 Mbps ports with Auto MDI/MDI-X 

> Support IEE802.3x Flow Control for full-duplex mode, and back pressure 

flow control for half-duplex mode

> Backplane bandwidth up to 32 Gbps, support Non-blocking 

Full Wire-Speed throughput 

> Store and forward architecture, MAC Address auto-learning, 

8K Address Table 

> Standard 19-inch rack-mountable Steel Case 

 

STE-1024-G  24 port Gigabit ethernet switch
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The STE-2216-GW provides 16 10/100/1000Base-T ports, along with 2 

shareware SFP ports, which it supports the auto shift between the Gigabit 

copper ports and SFP fiber module. The user can extend the network from 

100m to 80km flexible.The STE-2216-GW Support Web-based management, 

provide Port Mirroring, port bandwidth distribution control,Port /Tag Based 

Vlan,Trunk and static MAC address,QOS,Port safty, port flow stat,etc.The 

STE-2216-GW also support English Websmart management panel,its function 

is powerful and it is very easy to use, it is a best option for the network of a 

working teem and the living district network scheme. 

Features

>Fully compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3ab, IEEE802.3z 

>16 10/100/ 1000M RJ45 Ports with NWAY and Auto MDI/MDI-X 

>2 shared Gigabit SFP slots, Auto-Negotiation between cooper ports and 

optical slots.  >Support IEE802.3x Flow Control for full-duplex mode, and back 

pressure flow control for half-duplex mode >Backplane bandwidth up to 

48 Gbps, support Non-blocking Full Wire-Speed throughput  >Store and 

forward architecture, 8K MAC Address Table  >Support Port-based VLAN of 

up to 16 groups, IEE802.1q, Tag-based VLAN,VLAN ID from 1-4094 

>Support Port Trunking of up to 4 groups, each group includes up to 4 ports 

> Static MAC Address Table management supported > Port bandwidth control, 

64kbps  >QoS, 4 Priority Queues  >Port Security Control, support Port MAC 

address aging, learning, 128 MAC Addresses bingding per port >Broadcast 

strom Intelligent Control, broadcast type control, broadcast setting 

supported > Port Mirroring > Support IP address setting of Fixed IP or DHCP 

client automatic distributing  >Web-Managed, Multi-Language Supported 

>Support Firmware upgrade based on HTTP   > Cable diagnose 

>Support Flow Static, dynamic display packet storing , filtering and 

transferring of port and switch > Internal power supply, Standard 19-inch 

rack-mountable Steel Case, I U height 

 

 16 port Websmart Gigabit ethernet switch

STE-2216-GW
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CHIMA Websmart Gigabit fast ethernet switches

The STE-2224-GW provides 24 10/100/1000Base-T ports, along with 2 

shareware SFP ports, which it supports the auto shift between the Gigabit 

copper ports and SFP fiber module. The user can extend the network from 

100m to 80km flexible.The STE-2224-GW Support Web-based management, 

provide Port Mirroring, port bandwidth distribution control,Port /Tag Based 

Vlan,Trunk and static MAC address,QOS,Port safty, port flow stat,etc.The 

STE-2224-GW also support English Websmart management panel,its function 

is powerful and it is very easy to use, it is a best option for the network of a 

working teem and the living district network scheme. 

Features

>Fully compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3ab, IEEE802.3z 

>24 10/100/ 1000M RJ45 Ports with NWAY and Auto MDI/MDI-X 

>2 shared Gigabit SFP slots, Auto-Negotiation between cooper ports and 

optical slots.  >Support IEE802.3x Flow Control for full-duplex mode, and back 

pressure flow control for half-duplex mode >Backplane bandwidth up to 

48 Gbps, support Non-blocking Full Wire-Speed throughput  >Store and 

forward architecture, 8K MAC Address Table  >Support Port-based VLAN of 

up to 16 groups, IEE802.1q, Tag-based VLAN,VLAN ID from 1-4094 

>Support Port Trunking of up to 4 groups, each group includes up to 4 ports 

> Static MAC Address Table management supported > Port bandwidth control, 

64kbps  >QoS, 4 Priority Queues  >Port Security Control, support Port MAC 

address aging, learning, 128 MAC Addresses bingding per port >Broadcast 

strom Intelligent Control, broadcast type control, broadcast setting 

supported > Port Mirroring > Support IP address setting of Fixed IP or DHCP 

client automatic distributing  >Web-Managed, Multi-Language Supported 

>Support Firmware upgrade based on HTTP   > Cable diagnose 

>Support Flow Static, dynamic display packet storing , filtering and 

transferring of port and switch > Internal power supply, Standard 19-inch 

rack-mountable Steel Case, I U height 

 

 24 port Websmart Gigabit ethernet switch

STE-2224-GW



CHIMA Websmart Gigabit fast ethernet switches

The STE-2226-GW provides 24 10/100Base-T ports, along with 2 10/100/

1000Base-T ports and 2 shareware SFP ports,which it supports the auto shift

 between the Gigabit copper ports and SFP fiber module. The user can extend 

the network from 100m to 80km flexible. 

The STE-2226-GW Support Web-based management, provide Port Mirroring, 

port bandwidth distribution control,Port Base/Tag Vlan,Trunk and static MAC

 address,QOS,Port safty, port flow stat,etc. The STE-2226-GW also support 

English Websmart management panel,its function is powerful and it is very easy 

to use, it is a best option for the network of a working teem and the living 

district network scheme. 

Features

 >Fully compliant with IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3ab, IEEE802.3z

 >24 10/ 100M RJ45 Ports plus 2 10/100/ 1000M RJ45 Ports plus 2 shared

 Gigabit SFP expansion slots,  >Auto MDI/MDI-X, NWAY on all RJ45 ports, 

Auto-Negotiation between Gigabit cooper ports and Gigabit optical slots 

 >Support IEE802.3x Flow Control for full-duplex mode, and back pressure 

flow control for half-duplex mode  >Backplane bandwidth up to 8.8Gbps,

 supportNon-blocking Full Wire-Speed throughput  >Store and forward 

architecture, 8K MAC Address Table  >Support Port-based VLAN of up to 

26 groups, IEE802.1q, Tag-based VLAN, VLAN ID from 1-4096  >Support 

Port Trunking of up to 3 groups, each group including 2/4 ports  >Static MAC 

Address Table, up to 24 groups  >Port bandwidth control, 64kbps  >QoS, 

8 Priority Queues > Port Security Control, support Port MAC address aging, 

learning, binding, 24 MAC Address binding per  >Broadcast Strom Intelligent 

Control, broadcast type control,broadcast setting supported  >Port Mirroring  

>Support IP address setting of Fixed IP or DHCP client automatic distributing  

>Web-Managed, Multi-Language Supported  >Support Firmware upgrade 

> Cable diagnose  >Support Flow Static, dynamic display packet storing , 

filtering and transferring of port and switch  >Internal power supply, Standard 

19-inch rack-mountable Steel Case, I U height 
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 26 port Websmart Gigabit ethernet switch

STE-2226-GW
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The STCS8010 10G multi-service core routing switch is a new-generation high 

performance switch. It is extensively applied as the core layer of 

E-governmentnetworks, Campus networks, Education networks and Enterprise 

networks andcore layer or aggregation layer of Carrier's IP MANs. Based on 

10G platform.it supports new generation high-speed 10Gbps interface card 

that provides interconnection between MANs, Campus networks and Data 

centers to construct end-to-end Ethernet, featuring low cost, high 

performance and reliability to support abundant services. Furthermore, it 

provides L2 and L3 wire-speedpacket forwarding and distributed MPLS 

wire-speed forwarding by its high performance, high density and high 

reliability chassis architecture design. It also provides rich service functions, 

such as powerful QoS guarantee, complete security management and high 

reliability. All of these prove that 

STCS8010 is designed to fully satisfy the 

requirements of end-users for its high capability, high reliability and multiple 

services. STCS8010 switch support the functions of strategy routing, IPV6, 

MPLS, load balancing and so on by extending the high performance 

multi-service card, so satisfying the different application requirements in 

various complicated and flexible environments. 

 STCS8010 10Gigabit core routing switch

 Government 10G Network

 Campus 10G Network

 High School 10G Network

 Enterprise 10G Network
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 STCS6006 10Gigabit core routing switch

The STCS6006 10G multi-service core routing switch is a new-generation high 

performance switch. It is extensively applied as the core layer of 

E-governmentnetworks, Campus networks, Education networks and Enterprise 

networks andcore layer or aggregation layer of Carrier's IP MANs. Based on 

10G platform.it supports new generation high-speed 10Gbps interface card 

that provides interconnection between MANs, Campus networks and Data 

centers to construct end-to-end Ethernet, featuring low cost, high 

performance and reliability to support abundant services. Furthermore, it 

provides L2 and L3 wire-speedpacket forwarding and distributed MPLS 

wire-speed forwarding by its high performance, high density and high 

reliability chassis architecture design. It also provides rich service functions, 

such as powerful QoS guarantee, complete security management and high 

reliability. All of these prove that 

STCS6006 is designed to fully satisfy the 

requirements of end-users for its high capability, high reliability and multiple 

services. STCS6006 switch support the functions of strategy routing, IPV6, 

MPLS, load balancing and so on by extending the high performance 

multi-service card, so satisfying the different application requirements in 

various complicated and flexible environments. 

 Government 10G Network

 Campus 10G Network

 High School 10G Network

 Enterprise 10G Network
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Advanced Security 

As nowadays network facing all kinds of security threats, secret leakage and 

attacks, SPEED STCS5024 series security intelligent multi-layer switch is 

equipped with advanced security features to guarantee the safe operation of

the network. Supports comprehensive ACL access control policies, including: 

user MAC address based ACL, IP protocol (TCP/UDP) based ACL, TCP port 

number based ACL, UDP port number based and time based ACL; 

Can identify legal service terminals with bounded VLAN-IP-MAC; supports 

user access control protocol 802.1x, provides more efficient user port control 

than the traditional method; The port MAC address limitation function can 

control the host number accessing the specified port; 

Supports PVLAN, offers strict port segregation within 802.1Q VLAN, ensures 

high security while ensuring service operation; Patented CPU protection 

technique checks and filters the data sent to the CPU to avoid malicious attack; 

Several authentications for protocols such as RIP, OSPF, etc. (plain text 

authentication, MD5 authentication) to ensure the controllability of the route

 and network topology, offering higher security; 

 

Flexible QoS 

SPEED STCS5024 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports

intelligent QoS to meet the high service quality demand of voice, video and

 other real-time multimedia services by following technologies: 

 Priority based on IEEE802.1P tagged information and quintuple flow

 classification service;  Supports flow-based multilayer CoS and ToS to 

satisfy the demand of real-time multimedia service such as video conference; 

 Self-defined multilayer flow classification rules, with 1024 flow rules 

supported in one device;  8 priority queues supported per port, with 

congestion prevention and flow-shaping; 

 Comprehensive routing protocol support 

 SPEED STCS5024 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports a 

rich set of routing technology which covers almost all current 

routing technologies.  Supports unicast routing protocols: RIP V1, RIP V2, 

OSPF, BGP, static routing;  Supports multicast routing protocols: IGMP, 

PIM-SM;  Supports redundancy backup protocol: VRRP. Convenient 

Maintenance and Control Supports NM methods such as SNMP, CLI, RMON, 

TELNET, WEB; Supports BOOTP,TFTP and FTP for fast software Upgrading. 

 layer 3 managed 24 port Gigabit copper + 4 Sfp 

                                    Gigabit fiber switch

STCS5024TF
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CHIMA Pure Gigabit Layer 3 fiber/Copper switches

Advanced Security 

As nowadays network facing all kinds of security threats, secret leakage and 

attacks, SPEED STCS5024 series security intelligent multi-layer switch is 

equipped with advanced security features to guarantee the safe operation of

the network. Supports comprehensive ACL access control policies, including: 

user MAC address based ACL, IP protocol (TCP/UDP) based ACL, TCP port 

number based ACL, UDP port number based and time based ACL; 

Can identify legal service terminals with bounded VLAN-IP-MAC; supports 

user access control protocol 802.1x, provides more efficient user port control 

than the traditional method; The port MAC address limitation function can 

control the host number accessing the specified port; 

Supports PVLAN, offers strict port segregation within 802.1Q VLAN, ensures 

high security while ensuring service operation; Patented CPU protection 

technique checks and filters the data sent to the CPU to avoid malicious attack; 

Several authentications for protocols such as RIP, OSPF, etc. (plain text 

authentication, MD5 authentication) to ensure the controllability of the route

 and network topology, offering higher security; 

 

Flexible QoS 

SPEED STCS5024 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports

intelligent QoS to meet the high service quality demand of voice, video and

 other real-time multimedia services by following technologies: 

 Priority based on IEEE802.1P tagged information and quintuple flow

 classification service;  Supports flow-based multilayer CoS and ToS to 

satisfy the demand of real-time multimedia service such as video conference; 

 Self-defined multilayer flow classification rules, with 1024 flow rules 

supported in one device;  8 priority queues supported per port, with 

congestion prevention and flow-shaping; 

 Comprehensive routing protocol support 

 SPEED STCS5024 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports a 

rich set of routing technology which covers almost all current 

routing technologies.  Supports unicast routing protocols: RIP V1, RIP V2, 

OSPF, BGP, static routing;  Supports multicast routing protocols: IGMP, 

PIM-SM;  Supports redundancy backup protocol: VRRP. Convenient 

Maintenance and Control Supports NM methods such as SNMP, CLI, RMON, 

TELNET, WEB; Supports BOOTP,TFTP and FTP for fast software Upgrading. 

 layer 3 managed 24 port Gigabit SFP slots  + 4 port 

 10/100/1000Base-Tx Combo Gigabit fiber switch

STCS5024ST
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 Advanced Security 

Supports comprehensive ACL access control policies, including: user MAC 

address based ACL, IP protocol (TCP/UDP) based ACL, TCP port number based 

ACL, UDP port number based and time based ACL/Can identify legal service

 terminals withbounded VLAN-IP-MAC/ supports user access control protocol 

802.1x, provides more efficient user port control than the traditional method; 

The port MAC address limitation function can control the host number accessing 

the specified port; Supports PVLAN, offers strict port segregation within 

802.1Q VLAN, ensures high security while ensuring service operation; 

Patented CPU protection technique checks and filters the data sent to the CPU 

to avoid malicious attack; Several authentications for protocols such as RIP, 

OSPF, etc. (plain textauthentication, MD5 authentication) to ensure the 

controllability of the route and network topology, offering higher security; 

 Flexible QoS 

SPEED S4012 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports intelligent 

QoS to meet the high service quality demand of voice, video and other real-time 

multimedia services by following technologies: /Priority based on IEEE802.1P t

agged information and quintuple flow classification service/ Supports 

flow-based multilayer CoS and ToS to satisfy the demand of real-time 

multimedia service such as video conference/Self-defined multilayer flow 

classification rules, with 1024 flow rules supported in one device/8 priority 

queues supported per port, with congestion prevention and flow-shaping; 

 Comprehensive routing protocol support 

/SPEED S4012 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports a rich set 

of routing technology which covers almost all current routing technologies. 

/Supports unicast routing protocols: RIP V1, RIP V2, OSPF, BGP, static routing; 

/Supports multicast routing protocols: IGMP, PIM-SM/Supports redundancy 

backup protocol: VRRP. 

 Convenient Maintenance and Control 

Supports NM methods such as SNMP, CLI, RMON, TELNET, WEB; Supports 

BOOTP,TFTP and FTP for fast software upgrading. 

CHIMA Pure Gigabit Layer 3 fiber/Copper switches

 layer 3 managed 12 port 1000M SFP Gigabit fiber switch

STCS4012S
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 Advanced Security 

Supports comprehensive ACL access control policies, including: user MAC 

address based ACL, IP protocol (TCP/UDP) based ACL, TCP port number based 

ACL, UDP port number based and time based ACL/Can identify legal service

 terminals withbounded VLAN-IP-MAC/ supports user access control protocol 

802.1x, provides more efficient user port control than the traditional method; 

The port MAC address limitation function can control the host number accessing 

the specified port; Supports PVLAN, offers strict port segregation within 

802.1Q VLAN, ensures high security while ensuring service operation; 

Patented CPU protection technique checks and filters the data sent to the CPU 

to avoid malicious attack; Several authentications for protocols such as RIP, 

OSPF, etc. (plain textauthentication, MD5 authentication) to ensure the 

controllability of the route and network topology, offering higher security; 

 Flexible QoS 

SPEED S4012 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports intelligent 

QoS to meet the high service quality demand of voice, video and other real-time 

multimedia services by following technologies: /Priority based on IEEE802.1P t

agged information and quintuple flow classification service/ Supports 

flow-based multilayer CoS and ToS to satisfy the demand of real-time 

multimedia service such as video conference/Self-defined multilayer flow 

classification rules, with 1024 flow rules supported in one device/8 priority 

queues supported per port, with congestion prevention and flow-shaping; 

 Comprehensive routing protocol support 

/SPEED S4012 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports a rich set 

of routing technology which covers almost all current routing technologies. 

/Supports unicast routing protocols: RIP V1, RIP V2, OSPF, BGP, static routing; 

/Supports multicast routing protocols: IGMP, PIM-SM/Supports redundancy 

backup protocol: VRRP. 

 Convenient Maintenance and Control 

Supports NM methods such as SNMP, CLI, RMON, TELNET, WEB; Supports 

BOOTP,TFTP and FTP for fast software upgrading. 

CHIMA Pure Gigabit Layer 3 fiber/Copper switches

 layer 3 managed 8 port 1000M SFP + 4 port 1000Base-T

 Gigabit fiber switch

STCS4012ST
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 Advanced Security 

Supports comprehensive ACL access control policies, including: user MAC 

address based ACL, IP protocol (TCP/UDP) based ACL, TCP port number based 

ACL, UDP port number based and time based ACL/Can identify legal service

 terminals withbounded VLAN-IP-MAC/ supports user access control protocol 

802.1x, provides more efficient user port control than the traditional method; 

The port MAC address limitation function can control the host number accessing 

the specified port; Supports PVLAN, offers strict port segregation within 

802.1Q VLAN, ensures high security while ensuring service operation; 

Patented CPU protection technique checks and filters the data sent to the CPU 

to avoid malicious attack; Several authentications for protocols such as RIP, 

OSPF, etc. (plain textauthentication, MD5 authentication) to ensure the 

controllability of the route and network topology, offering higher security; 

 Flexible QoS 

SPEED S4012 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports intelligent 

QoS to meet the high service quality demand of voice, video and other real-time 

multimedia services by following technologies: /Priority based on IEEE802.1P t

agged information and quintuple flow classification service/ Supports 

flow-based multilayer CoS and ToS to satisfy the demand of real-time 

multimedia service such as video conference/Self-defined multilayer flow 

classification rules, with 1024 flow rules supported in one device/8 priority 

queues supported per port, with congestion prevention and flow-shaping; 

 Comprehensive routing protocol support 

/SPEED S4012 series security intelligent multi-layer switch supports a rich set 

of routing technology which covers almost all current routing technologies. 

/Supports unicast routing protocols: RIP V1, RIP V2, OSPF, BGP, static routing; 

/Supports multicast routing protocols: IGMP, PIM-SM/Supports redundancy 

backup protocol: VRRP. 

 Convenient Maintenance and Control 

Supports NM methods such as SNMP, CLI, RMON, TELNET, WEB; Supports 

BOOTP,TFTP and FTP for fast software upgrading. 

CHIMA Pure Gigabit Layer 3 fiber/Copper switches

 layer 3 managed 12 port 1000Base-Tx + 4 port 1000MSFP

 Combo Gigabit fiber switch

STCS4012TF
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Features

 Full Wire-Speed Layer 2/3 Switching /All ports support wire speed forwarding

/15.2 Gbps switching capacity/6.6 Mpps Layer 2/3 wire-speed forwarding. 

 Flexible QoS 

Support for flexible queue scheduling algorithms, i.e. Strict Priority (SP), 

Weighted Round Robin (WRR), and SP+WRR; 8 priority queues/Support for 

intelligent Layer 2-7 flow classification/Support for IEEE 802.1p TOS and 

DiffServ Code Point. 

 Comprehensive Security Policies 

Compliance with IEEE 802.1x and Web portal, SPEED S3526 series can identify 

users who attempt to access the network. They can also prevent unauthorized 

access to the network by binding any combination of MAC, IP, VLAN and PORT. 

Intelligent anti-virus policies and optimizing routing policy can guard the 

network to against the attack by Code Red and Worm Blaster, thus guarantee

 the equipment security. 

 Diversified management modes 

SPEED series support Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), the 

general network management platform such as Open View. They support 

Command Line Interface (CLI), Web network management, and TELNET, so 

that equipment management becomes more convenient. 

 

SPEED STCS3526 Series are secure and intelligent Layer 3 switches featuring 

wire-speed switching. SPEED STCS3526 series switches are box-type layer 

2/3 wire speed enterprise central routing switch with 10/100M aggregation in 

service provider data centers, server farms, wiring closets and metropolitan 

area networks. It provides 24 auto-sensing 10/100 Ethernet ports and two 

Gigabit expansion slots for both fiber and copper cabling. 

The hardware is designed to support intelligent Layer 2/3/4 flow classification. 

Features such as access control list (ACL) filtering and QoS classification bring 

intelligence and security to the edge of the networks and enable applications 

such as real-time streaming multimedia. SPEED STCS3526 Series supports a 

wide range of Layer 2/3/4 protocols including RIPv1/v2, OSPFv2 

and PIM-SM, VRRP. 

 layer 3 managed 24 port 10/100Base-Tx + 2  optional 

 Gigabit expansion ethernet switch

STCS3526A
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Features

 Full Wire-Speed Layer 2/3 Switching /All ports support wire speed forwarding

/15.2 Gbps switching capacity/6.6 Mpps Layer 2/3 wire-speed forwarding. 

 Flexible QoS 

Support for flexible queue scheduling algorithms, i.e. Strict Priority (SP), 

Weighted Round Robin (WRR), and SP+WRR; 8 priority queues/Support for 

intelligent Layer 2-7 flow classification/Support for IEEE 802.1p TOS and 

DiffServ Code Point. 

 Comprehensive Security Policies 

Compliance with IEEE 802.1x and Web portal, SPEED S3526 series can identify 

users who attempt to access the network. They can also prevent unauthorized 

access to the network by binding any combination of MAC, IP, VLAN and PORT. 

Intelligent anti-virus policies and optimizing routing policy can guard the 

network to against the attack by Code Red and Worm Blaster, thus guarantee

 the equipment security. 

 Diversified management modes 

SPEED series support Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), the 

general network management platform such as Open View. They support 

Command Line Interface (CLI), Web network management, and TELNET, so 

that equipment management becomes more convenient. 

 

SPEED STCS3526 Series are secure and intelligent Layer 3 switches featuring 

wire-speed switching. SPEED STCS3526 series switches are box-type layer 

2/3 wire speed enterprise central routing switch with 10/100M aggregation in 

service provider data centers, server farms, wiring closets and metropolitan 

area networks. It provides 24 auto-sensing 10/100 Ethernet ports and two 

Gigabit expansion slots for both fiber and copper cabling. 

The hardware is designed to support intelligent Layer 2/3/4 flow classification. 

Features such as access control list (ACL) filtering and QoS classification bring 

intelligence and security to the edge of the networks and enable applications 

such as real-time streaming multimedia. SPEED STCS3526 Series supports a 

wide range of Layer 2/3/4 protocols including RIPv1/v2, OSPFv2 

and PIM-SM, VRRP. 

 layer 3 managed 24 port fiber/copper optional + 2 

 optional Gigabit expansion ethernet switch

STCS3526F
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CHIMA Layer 3 managed Pure Gigabit fiber switch 

The SPEED STCS3800 Series Intelligent Ethernet Switches is a line of 

enterprise-class multiplayer switches. SPEED STCS3800 offers 8 Gigabit 

Interface Converter (GBIC) ports. Deployed at the aggregation layer, the 

series delivers secure converged services for mid-sized enterprise and 

campus networks. 

Supporting intelligent Layer 2-7 flow classification, the SPEED STCS3800 

Series offers superior multiplayer QoS features that prevent congestion and 

help ensure that network traffic is properly classified and prioritized. 

Fully integrated into the SPEED family of switches, the SPEED STCS3800 

Series offers the perfect balance of features, performance and cost. 

Features

 High Switching Capacity and Wire-Speed Layer 2-4 Switching 

1. 16 Gbps switching capacity; 

2. 11.9Mpps forwarding; 

3. Hardware-based Layer 2-7 switching. 

 Intelligent QoS 

1. 32M shared packet buffer and advanced HOL blocking prevention mechanism; 

2. Multilayer flow classification policies definable by users; 

3. Independent packet filters at each port for intelligent differentiation of 

application flows; 

4. Support for IEEE 802.1p and DiffServ Code Point. 

 Comprehensive Security solutions 

1. Compliance with IEEE 802.1x  

2. Support for a wide range of ACL filtering policies.

 
 layer 3 managed 8 port GBIC ethernet 

             Gigabit fiber switch

STCS3526F
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Copy Right Notice

CHIMA

No part of this document may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval 

system, or translated into any language, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, 

magnetic, optical, chemical, manual or otherwise without the prior written permission of 

Stephen Technologies Co.,Limited.

No license is granted, implied or otherwise, under any patent or patent rights of Stephen 

Technologies Co.,LTD. Stephen Technologies Co.,LTD, makes no warranties, implied or 

otherwise, in regard to this document and to the products described in this document. 

The information provided by this document is believed to be accurate and reliable to the 

publication date of this document. However, Stephen Technologies Co.,LTD assumes no 

responsibility for any errors in this document. Furthermore, Stephen Technologies Co.,LTD,

assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the information in this document and for 

any patent infringements that may arise from the use of this document. The information and 

product specifications within this document are subject to change at any time, without notice 

and without obligation to notify any person of such change.

Disclaimer Notice:
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